


Elemental Body Care 
Benedetta Skin Care founder 

and business owner discusses her 

commitment to natural ingredients 

and a philosophy of sustainability 

Julia. what can you share about the botanical nature 
of your ingredients? 

Some thirty years ago I started formulating skin care 
products, using fully plant-based ingredients, with 
an emphasis on nutrition and bioavailability. The 

closer to nature the ingredients, the better the body 
can recognized and receive them, and therefore we 
them holistically. BotanicaJ efficacy made the most 
sense, and of course still does. 

All of our preparations are created to first address 
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what the skin needs by using botanicals-substances 
obtained plants-that will synergistically promote 
the most benefit I am particularly invested in the 
botanicaJs' proti.le and physical makeup and how 

it marries with others to achieve optimal results in 
and for the skin. 

Once the formula is perfected, only then do I 
source ingredients that are sustainable and ethically 
grown and processed. Our focus is aJways on certifted 
organic ingredients, with preference for those that 
are Demeter Certified Biodynamic. In other words, 
formulation is profoundJy important. As wonderful 
as the idea of organic skin care is, the combination 

ana synergies of ingrroients must work to achieve a 
specific function, whether it's to, rid bacteria, renew 
and rejuvenate, or aid bal ance, either alone or with 
another product This requires a ,complex awareness 
of the skin's functions and needls. 

In contras� creating products by first focusing 
on available and cost effective organic ingredients 
can compromise the integrity of the formula. Often, 
private-label labs and individual cosmetic makers, 
to create a brand, will focus on one ingredient that 
may be a popular trend. Or they will ·throw in the 
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kitchen sink" of ingredients to make the product sound 
more enticing. Again, I emphasize that why a product goes 
to market and what is in it must aJways meet living and 
natural standards, if it is to be considered viable and useful. 

What is the difference between refined "natural"' ingre
dients and the ingredients you use? 

In the years before our launching Benedetta in 1996, there 

we.re virtually no stin care ingredient suppliers that offered 
clean, unadul terat,ed botanicals. There were no certified 
organic ingredien� let alone Demeter Ce.rtified Biodynamic 
in the botanical supplier mart.et Ingredients were all laced 
with petrochemicals, and often tested on animaJs as well. 

So I instead turned to the health food industry and found 
suppliers there that were certified. ShortJy before launching 
the line I found certified organic and Biodynamic farmers. 

It is a given that the ingredients must be Farm-Sou.reed&"" 
and grown, harvested, and proces.sed in accordance with 

a caring attitude, natural rhythms, and other energetic 
principles. The energy and vibrance of the mate.rial are 
paramount in the end formula, so the growing practices 
matter. Some of our products use f{)()qb organic ingredients, 
with as high as 94Qb being Biodynamic as well, and others 
as low as 2% being Biodynamic, depending on avaiUability 
and what is best ror a formula. 

There are other important factors often not dis.cussed 
in a raw mate.rial or ingredients proflJe, and that is how 
long after harvest tlte material is processed. 

For instance, if a botanical is harvested and left ror days 
before processing, or processed inappropriately, this can 
ruin key constituents, resulting in diminished vitality and 
possible longevity in the process. Poor handling of certified 
organic or Biodyna.mic ingredients reduces their be.nef1t. 

Why do you have a commitment to live natural ingredients? 

My commitment to raw and live ingredients is a given for 
all Benedetta preparations. Skin care products are onJy as 
effective, nourishing, and revitalizing as the raw ingredi
ents used to produce theOL As I mentioned previously, the 
closer to nature the ingredients are, the better the body can 
recognize, rece.ive, and use them holistically; and hi'eause 



of that, botanical efficacy makes the most sense. We 
did not just take petrochemicals and adulterates out 
of our products when it became popular or trendy; 
we pioneered l()()qb effi.cacy in all our formulations 
since our inception. 

I will hold off on marlleting a fonnula before 
compromising its coire integrity with falsified 

ingredients. 

My relationships with local, domestic, and 
global farmers and distributors are keenly impor
tant to Benedetta's longevity. It would be so much 
easier to caU one or two raw material suppliers and 
place purchase orders than it is to contract and 

And we make everything in small batches and use 
a sophisticated antioxidant system. 

Our use of full-spectrum violet glass has been an 
obvious choice for our level of excellence; however, 
it is not the only reason for the products' longevity, 
as we used amber glass the fust fourteen years we 

were in business. 

What can you share about your commitment to 

the integrity of your ingredients that carries over 
into your corporate culture, manufacturing, and 

relationships with your suppliers of raw materials? 

I wholeheartedly believe in mutual respect in all 
practices in business, including the family-owned 

I am particularly grateful to my employees who 
come to work each day with positive energy and 
an incentive to consciously care for our brand and 
customers. 

work directly with small family-owned farms. But 
it is these relationships that have carved a larger 
purpose for us and made our story part of theirs. 
Farm-sourcing our botanicals is part of our greater 
small-batch culture that makes our customers 
proud, and us proud to support them. It truly is a 
bigger picture of how we want to live by aligning 
ourselves with conscious practices, from the com
munities we support, to the food we eat, and yes, 
to the skin care we support. 

How do you prevent th,e products from spoiling? 

Without giving away proprietary information, suf
fice it to say there is a biodynamic foundation to 

fNery batch made, giving e.nergetic sustainability. 

farms we support, the customers we serve, and the 
employees who work for us. 

Our entire company culture is one that is rooted 

in sustainability. We are part of an energetic stream, 

if you will, that carries and resonates the theme from 
seed to bottle, to the end user. 

It matters greatly that we walk our talk when 
it comes to our chain of existett1ce. We offer clean 

holistic formulas to everyone because it is our al
truistic and fundamental purpose to carry this ethic 

throughout all practices as humbly and intently as 

pos.sible. Along with our commitment to lowering 

our carbon footprint, our dedication to employee 

strength and growth, and marry otlter sustainable 
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